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Surrounded by data-driven 
decision making systems

• Criminal risk assessment tools


• Credit scores


• Recommender systems


• Targeted advertising
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These systems are scary
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In this talk: targeted 
advertising on social medias

Why am I being 
shown this ad?

What data does 
Facebook has 

about me?

What are the risks 
for my privacy?

Am I discrimi-
nated against?
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Targeted advertising is a 
very important application

• “Daily algorithms” [Villani, 2018]


• Social medias are funded by advertisement


• Primary source of ads for many people


• Job ads, political ads, news, etc.


•  Have a ton of data about their users
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Roadmap
• Background: How does targeted advertising on Facebook 

works?


• Three major challenges with social media targeted 
advertising


• Privacy


• Fairness


• Transparency


• AdAnalyst
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Background: How does 
targeted advertising on 

Facebook works?
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Anyone can be an advertiser 
in just a few clicks! 
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How can advertisers target 
users?

Traditional targeted advertising: boolean formula

 Audience =  married + new mover + lives in Grenoble
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How can advertisers target 
users?
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Many attributes available 
for targeting
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Many attributes available 
for targeting
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+ Free (hundreds of thousands) format attributes!



Attributes can be invasive
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Data on everyone

• Out of 230M users (US): 


• Politics (US): 179M


• Financial/Net worth/Liquid Assets: 74M 


• Family & Relationships: 138M 
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PII-based targeted advertising (“custom list”)

How can advertisers target 
users?
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PII targeting is often used

money. These attacks can be particularly devastating for user
privacy: for example, they enable malicious users to infer the
phone numbers of celebrities or politicians [31], [25], allow
oppressive governments to identify and intimidate citizens who
dissent online [30], enable adversaries to easily identify users’
mobile numbers for purposes of “phone porting” attacks [27],
and allow website operators to de-anonymize users who visit
websites that may contain embarrassing or censored content.

To develop our attacks, we carefully study the features of
the Facebook advertising interface. The attacks we present
are enabled by two characteristics of this interface that we
discover: First, we show that the size statistics reported by
the interface are obfuscated using rounding; this enables us to
create audiences that negate the effect of rounding by having
a size that falls exactly on the rounding threshold. Second,
we demonstrate that the interface de-duplicates multiple PII
records that refer to the same user when reporting the size
statistics; combined with the previous observation, we are able
to determine whether two pieces of PII refer to the same user.

Overall, our paper makes four contributions:
• We characterize the Facebook custom advertising interface,

revealing the two characteristics that enable our attacks.
• We show how an adversary can abuse the custom audience

linking mechanism to infer other PII of a victim, knowing
only basic information about the victim. This attack, for
example, allows an adversary to infer the phone number or
name/location of a victim, given their email address.

• We demonstrate how the adversary can use Facebook’s
third-party tracking Javascript to de-anonymize visitors to
their website (e.g., by inferring visitors’ phone numbers).

• We propose a mitigation that modifies how de-duplication is
implemented. In brief, instead of de-duplicating at the user

level, Facebook should de-duplicate at the PII level.

Ethics Throughout this study, we have ensured that all
of our experiments meet community ethical standards. First,
all of the input voter records that we used as a basis for
creating threshold audiences are available as public records.
Second, we did not collect or obtain the personal information
of any Facebook users; our small set of users only provided us
with their email addresses and phone numbers for validation.
Our attacks did not interact with their accounts in any way,
reveal any additional information about them that we did not
already know, or provide to Facebook any information about
them that Facebook did not already have. Third, we have
responsibly disclosed all of the attacks to Facebook, providing
them with early drafts of this submission. Their security team
has acknowledged the vulnerability and has put into place a
fix that is a variant of the fix we propose in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

Most of the popular web and mobile application-based services
today are funded by advertising, where the end users are
provided the service for free in exchange for being shown ads.
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Min.
Size

Facebook 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 20
Instagram 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3 3 20
Twitter 7 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 3 500
Google 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 1,000
Pinterest 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 3 100
LinkedIn 7 3 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 100

TABLE I: User attributes that advertisers can upload to create
custom audiences in various advertising platforms. Also shown
is the minimum custom audience size that the sites allow.

Most online advertising platforms are implemented using auc-
tions, where advertisers bid on keywords or search terms in the
traditional search-based advertising platforms (e.g., Google,
Yahoo, Bing); or user demographics, interests, behaviors, and
other user information in online social network advertising
platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest). Whenever a user
views a page, the platform runs an auction and displays the
ads requested by the winning advertiser(s).

On most online social media advertising platforms, ad-
vertisers are allowed to create audiences (simply, groups of
users) for convenience. For example, an advertiser may wish
to advertise to a certain group of users multiple times; the
advertiser is allowed to first define this audience (e.g., all
users living in a certain region), and then can submit ads (and
corresponding bids) to be shown to these users. Today, there
are two primary ways an advertiser can create an audience:

1. Attribute-based audiences Advertisers can create
audiences by specifying the properties of the users whom they
wish to target. For example, advertisers can create audiences
using any combination of targeting attributes, such as location
(city or ZIP), age, gender, languages, likes, interests, etc.

2. PII-based audiences Recently, a new method for
creating audiences has been developed: audiences created
based on information that uniquely identifies specific users
(i.e., using personally identifiable information, PII). These PII-
based audiences come in two flavors. First, the advertiser can
upload the PII of the users they wish to target (e.g., their
email addresses, their names and cities of residence, etc.).
The advertising platform then creates an audience of platform
users matching the PII.1 We refer to these audiences as custom

audiences, with the nomenclature referring to the fact that the
audiences are created in a custom fashion by the advertiser.

We provide an overview of the PII types that advertisers can
upload when creating custom audiences on various platforms

1Most platforms provide advertisers with guarantees that the platforms
themselves are not capturing customer information uploaded for custom
audience creation. This is typically implemented using hashing, where all
advertiser-provided data is hashed before being uploaded to the platform
(in fact, some platforms allow advertisers to upload already-hashed data
records) [41], [34], [16], [4].
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Audience estimates
• Facebook gives two estimates:


• Audience size


• Potential reach (active users)


• Allows computing intersection of 2 audiences (and gives 
audience size estimate)


• Allows including (U) or excluding (\) an audience from 
another (and gives potential reach)
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Three major challenges 
with social media 

targeted advertising
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Three major challenges of social 
media targeted advertising

• Privacy                                                        [IEEE S&P ’18]  
Are there privacy risks with social media ads? 

• Fairness 
 

• Transparency 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Privacy risks in social 
medias

• Cambridge Analytica 


• Privacy risks in micro-targeting [Korolova, 2011]


• Discover features of individuals



Privacy risks from custom 
audiences

• From a PII of a user 
(email, phone, name+zip, name+dob)


• A malicious advertiser can


• Learn whether the individual has a Facebook account


• Find his/her other PIIs! 
e.g., from the email, find phone number
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The essence of the attack

• Assume that audience size estimates are exact 

• Facebook de-duplicates records belonging to the same 
individual even if they appear with 2 different PIIs


• Ask for size of list (xyz@xyz.com, 01234) 
if 2 -> belong to different individuals 
if 1 -> 01234 is the phone number of xyz@xyz.com
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mailto:xyz@xyz.com
mailto:xyz@xyz.com


A more efficient alternative
• Assume that audience size estimates are exact 

• To find out the first digit:


• Create 10 lists L1j for j=0, …, 9, containing all phone 
numbers where first digit is j (each has 107 entries)


• Ask size of (xyz@xyz.com)     L1j 
if 1 -> first digit is j 
if 0 -> first digit is not j


• To find out other digits: repeat with lists Lij for i=2, …, 8 
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Is the estimate exact?
• No! It is rounded…


• Reverse-engineered how it works


• For audience size estimates:  
No estimate for lists of size < 20 
Rounded to 10 for sizes between 20 and 1,000 
Rounded to 100 between 1,000 and 10,000, etc.


• For intersection:  
Only for lists > 1,000 
Rounded to 5% of smallest list
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The attack in practice
• We can still perform the attack using threshold lists


• Create lists R (1,949 records), J (50 records), Lij 
(with no overlap between the 3)


• Compute size of (R U Lij)     (R U J U xyz@xyz.com) 
if 2,000 -> ith digit is j 
if 1,900 -> ith digit is not j 


• In practice: iterative method to find a threshold list


• Find k such that (R1..k+1 U J)     (R U Lij)  > (R1..k U J)     (R U Lij)
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How hard is it in practice?
• Threshold audiences created from public databases or 

random PIIs


• Validated on users from France and Boston


• Most time-consuming: uploading lists Lij 
France: 82 lists of 20M records -> 1 week  
US (knowing the location): 70 lists of 1M -> 1 day


• Finding threshold audience: < 6 hours


• Phone number inference: 1 hour (per victim)
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Other attacks

• Website visitors de-anonymization


• Find out whether an individual visited your website


• “En masse”: find all phone numbers of all visitors


• Uses potential reach and exclusion feature
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Solutions

• Implementing differential-privacy-like solutions is difficult


• But there is a simple solution 


• Do not de-duplicate records that appear with different 
PIIs
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Open challenges for privacy

• Facebook solved the problem


• But many challenges remain: 


• Does the platform has other leakage? 
(online ad platforms are becoming rich and complex)


• How about other platforms?


• How can we analyze privacy leakage in a systematic way?
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Three major challenges of social 
media targeted advertising

• Privacy                                                        [IEEE S&P ’18]  
Are there privacy risks with social media ads? 
YES! Avoiding data leakage is difficult


• Fairness 
 

• Transparency 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Three major challenges of social 
media targeted advertising

• Privacy                                                        [IEEE S&P ’18]  
Are there privacy risks with social media ads? 
YES! Avoiding data leakage is difficult


• Fairness                                                               [FAT* ’18]  
Can we detect/mitigate discriminatory advertising? 

• Transparency 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Discrimination in ads
[Propublica, Oct. ’16] 

Violation of the fair housing act

[NYTimes, Dec. ’17] 

Violation of the Age Discrimination  
in Employment Act?
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Can we still create 
discriminatory audiences?

1. Using proxy features 
(curated (interest in gospel) or free-form (BlackNews.com))


2. Using custom lists 
(combined with external data sources (e.g., voter records))


3. Using the lookalike audiences

 

Discriminatory Audience Selection

● Advertiser creates and 
uploads biased PII-list by 
fltering NC voter records

● FB propagates biases 
when expanding the 
source audience

Can scale discriminatory audiences to larger 
populations, biases are preserved by FB 

Look-Alike disparities

!33
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Open challenges for 
fairness

• Measure of discrimination based on the outcome, not the 
process


• Comparing targeted audience to “relevant audience”


• Detection: how to infer the relevant audience?


• Mitigation: how to make the targeted audience non-
discriminatory?


• How to take into account impression/clicks?
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Three major challenges of social 
media targeted advertising

• Privacy                                                        [IEEE S&P ’18]  
Are there privacy risks with social media ads? 
YES! Avoiding data leakage is difficult


• Fairness                                                               [FAT* ’18]  
Can we detect/mitigate discriminatory advertising? 
UNCLEAR! Need new detection and mitigation methods


• Transparency 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Three major challenges of social 
media targeted advertising

• Privacy                                                        [IEEE S&P ’18]  
Are there privacy risks with social media ads? 
YES! Avoiding data leakage is difficult


• Fairness                                                               [FAT* ’18]  
Can we detect/mitigate discriminatory advertising? 
UNCLEAR! Need new detection and mitigation methods


• Transparency                                                    [NDSS ’18] 
Can I know what data about me is used to target ads? 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We need more transparent 
systems

• They use users’ personal data


• They take decisions that affect users directly


• Systems are often black boxes


➡We need explanations on how the systems work

‣ Reflected in legislation (GDPR, Loi pour une 

République numérique)
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But explanations are not 
trivial

• The systems they have to explain are complex


• Many design choices

• Format, length, amount of details …


• What is a good explanation?

• Promotes trust

• Satisfies curiosity

• Deter malicious behavior

• Verify compliance
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Ad explanations

Why am I being 
shown this ad?
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… it’s complicated

Targeted advertising is a complex system

• Facebook inferred some attributes


• Advertiser used attributes to select audience 


• Facebook matched the ad to me through auctions 
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Facebook provides 
explanations
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Desired properties of 
explanations

• Do explanations show all the attributes? (completeness)


• Were the attributes showed actually used by the 
advertisers? (correctness)


• Are explanations specific to each user? (personalization) 


• Are explanations consistent across time? (consistency) 
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We need standards for 
explanations

To protect against adversarial explanations :


• Insufficient / unsatisfactory


• That offer no insightful/actionable information to 
consumers


• Misleading / fake


• Designed to gain consumer acceptance for a service


• Designed to influence consumers to behave a certain 
way


• Misled consumers about the process
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Audit of Facebook explanations: 
Measurement methodology

• Chrome extension to collect ads from Facebook timeline


• 35 users for 5 months


• 26K unique ads and explanations 

• Controlled experiments targeting users with ads:


• We targeted users


• We collected explanations


• 96 successful campaigns
} Ground truth
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Are Facebook explanations 
complete?

• For ads targeting customer PIIs 

• “One reason you're seeing this ad is that Booking.com added you to a list 

of people they want to reach on Facebook. They were able to reach you 
because you’re on their customer list or you’ve provided them with your 
contact information off of Facebook. This is based on customer 
information provided by Booking.com..”


• Does not say what PII booking.com used! 


• Email ? Telephone ? Name+address? etc.
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Are Facebook explanations 
complete?

• For ads targeting data broker attributes

• “One reason you're seeing this ad is that Peugeot wants to reach people 

who are part of an audience created based on data provided by Acxiom. 
Facebook works with data providers to help businesses find the right 
audiences for their ads. Learn more about data providers.”


• Does not say what Acxiom provided attributes were used! 


• Financial data ? Purchasing habits ? etc.
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Are Facebook explanations 
complete?

• For ads targeting Facebook attributes:

• “One reason you're seeing this ad is that Peek & Cloppenburg wants to 

reach people interested in Shopping and fashion, based on activity such 
as liking Pages or clicking on ads.”


• “There may be other reasons why you're seeing this advert, including that 
Acer wants to reach people aged 18 to 45 who live or have recently been 
in Germany. This is information based on your Facebook profile and 
where you've connected to the Internet.” 

• Picks exactly one attribute (besides gender, location, age)  
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Do explanations need to be 
complete?

• Should they specify all features in ad targeting?


• Arguments for:


• Avoid misleading/fake explanations:

• Designed to gain consumer acceptance for a service


• Builds trust and incentivizes cooperation


• Arguments against:


• Targeting formula may be a business secret


• Overloads users with information (need succinct 
explanations)
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Selecting attributes for 
explanations

“One reason you're seeing this ad is that Peek & Cloppenburg 
wants to reach people interested in Shopping and fashion, based 
on activity such as liking Pages or clicking on ads.” 

• Are the explained attributes the most important?


• Is Shopping and fashion the most important of all the 
user’ attributes that Facebook and the advertised used 
to target the user?
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How Facebook selects 
attributes

• Ran controlled ads to reverse-engineer Facebook’s 
feature selection strategy


• Facebook appears to prioritize attributes based on


• Their type: Demographic > Interest > PII > Behavioral 

• Their prevalence: Most prevalent first 

• Unclear, if this is the right prioritization for users


• Vulnerable to malicious advertisers
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Are Facebook explanations 
(at least) correct? 

• Experiment : Ran a controlled ad targeting ourselves 
using a custom list and selecting millennials & expats

• “There may be other reasons why you're seeing this advert, including that 

Vacations in Saarbücken wants to reach people aged 18 and above who 
live or have recently been in Germany. This is information based on your 
Facebook profile and where you've connected to the Internet.”


• Never used attributes shown in explanations!


• Misleading explanation
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Need for rigorous 
explanations

Incomplete explanations: 

• Malicious advertiser can conceal sensitive/
discriminatory attributes by adding a common popular 
attribute to the targeting audience 

Misleading explanations: 


• Fail to capture accurately the reasons why a user is 
targeted —> induce false sense of trust
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Takeaways

• Just mandating explanations is not enough!


• Badly designed explanations can be dangerous


• Easily exploitable by malicious advertisers


• Designing good explanations is complicated


• Different purposes ask for different properties
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Open challenges
• How to pick a few (K) features for explanations? 


• How to determine the importance of a user attribute?

• Does it reveal privacy sensitive information?

• Is it a rare (or low prevalence) feature in population?

• Does it exert the most influence?

• How to define influence?


• What properties to protect against malicious advertisers?


• Explanations of the other parts of the process


• Model interpretability 
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Three major challenges of social 
media targeted advertising

• Privacy                                                        [IEEE S&P ’18]  
Are there privacy risks with social media ads? 
YES! Avoiding data leakage is difficult


• Fairness                                                               [FAT* ’18]  
Can we detect/mitigate discriminatory advertising? 
UNCLEAR! Need new detection and mitigation methods


• Transparency                                                    [NDSS ’18] 
Can I know what data about me is used to target ads? 
NO! Only a few are revealed
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A step towards more 
transparency



AdAnalyst

Make sense of the ads you receive on Facebook

• Enhance transparency by aggregated statistics 

• Enhance transparency in a collaborative way 


http://adanalyst.mpi-sws.org/

Disable/pause AdBlockPlus on Facebook!
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